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Advanced Level
PURD MATHEMATICS, PAPER,

II

Thrirsday, 25 June. Tirne:allowed: 3 hours
rite the number of tie paTter, A 5I/II, on the l,eft at the heqd,
of each sheet of your q,nsuers i,n the space proa,ided,.
Compl,ete a,nswers to a
receiae more cred,,i,t than
-few _questions
scrrypy attempts at the whol,e palter. A pafs mny be obtai,neil,
W

on good, answers to about

fout

questions.

M athematical, tables are qtroaid,ed,.
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2. The bisectors of the angles B and C of triangle ABC
gryt the_opposite sides at E and 1. X'ind the projections of
El on BC and peqrendicular to BA and prove that the
acute angle between EP and BC is
tan-1
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3. Two vertical towers of heights hft. and. ft ft. stand on
level ground. To & man at a point D on the line joining
the feet B and C ofthe towers, the angles ofelevation ofth6
tops of the towers are both cr. On walki ig a ft . along a straight
h-orizontal path inclined at an acute angie B to the liqe ioinlng
the feet of the towers, to a point A, ihe man finds that thE
a,ngles of elevation of the tops of the towers are both y. prove
lhat AD bisects angle BAC and that
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4, The perpendiculars from the vertices of triangle ABC
!o the opposite sides rneet at P. Prove that anglJBp0 is
180'-.4.
Prove also that the circumcircles of triangles BpC,
CPA, APB have equal radii and that their centies form a

,t

triangle congruent to ABC and having P as its circumcentre

5. Spheres are dra-wn each passing through two fixed points,
a fixed plane p. Pand e arebn the
same side of p. Prove that the locus of the point of contact
of the sphores with the plane is a circle whose centre is the
point of intersection of PQ wit}l p.
Prove also that the centres of the spheres lie on the
curve of intersection of a certain right circular cylinder,
whose axis- is pe.rpendiculqt to 7t, with a certain plane
perpendicular to PQ.
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6. Prove that the coordinates of any point on the normal
to the ellipse
5*'*:1at the point P(acosa, bsino) can
be put in the form
((t -bzt)a cos u, (t azt)b sin cv),
-

and show that the distance between the points for which the
values of f are f, and f, is
clb(h-tz)^l@2 cos2cuf
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the normal meets the ellipse again at -8, prove that
p p _ Zab (bz coszaf o2 sin2a)B
tru:@.
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7. X'ind the equation of the chord of the parabola Az : 4au
joining the points (atl, Zatr), (atf;, 2atr), and show that it
intersects the axis of the parabola at the point (----afrfr, 0).
XI is any chord of a parabola through the point (5a,0)
The circle on XI as diameter cuts the pa,rabola again at Z and,
17. Prove thiab ZW passes through tG focus of ihe parabola. !
}{

8. The parabola Az : 4ar and the hyperbola 4rg - az
at P. Their common tangent touches the parabola at
and
the hyperbola at J?. Prove lhat PR is the tangent at
Q
P to the parabola and that QP is the tangent at P to the

naeet

hyperbola.

9. X'ind the equation of the tangent to the curve

, y:asinB?, fi-aaosB|
at the, point d : a. Show that the tangents at the points
a, ul!;r, afzr and o*Zn form a squri,re whose diagonals are
Y*xtan(u*tn) :0 a4d y{rtan(u1-fu): O.
;

10. Show that the equation in polar coord.inates, r : a cos0,
represents a circle, and find wheie it meets the curve

r

:

a(l*aos2fl).

Trace the curves and calculate the area common to the circle
and a loop of the other curve.
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